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Message from the Guest Editors

Dear Colleagues,

In the transient energy context, the increasing penetration
of variable renewable energies, such as wind or solar
photovoltaic in the electricity mix, requires flexible energy
storage systems to balance supply and demand. Large
amounts of electricity could be stored using underground
space with low environmental impacts. For this purpose,
underground pumped-storage hydropower (UPSH),
compressed air energy storage (CAES), hydrogen energy
storage (HES), underground thermal energy storage
(UTES), or gravity energy storage (GES) systems could be
developed in disused or new underground structures. This
Special Issue will address research on the machinery
design, geomechanical analysis of the underground
infrastructure, the thermodynamic performance, the
geology and hydrogeology, the public acceptance, the
environmental impact, the operation modes, the electrical
market, the legal regulation, the round trip energy
efficiency and the economic feasibility of underground
energy storage plants.
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Editor-in-Chief

Prof. Dr. Giulio Nicola Cerullo
Dipartimento di Fisica,
Politecnico di Milano, Piazza L.
da Vinci 32, 20133 Milano, Italy

Message from the Editor-in-Chief

As the world of science becomes ever more specialized,
researchers may lose themselves in the deep forest of the
ever increasing number of subfields being created. This
open access journal Applied Sciences has been started to
link these subfields, so researchers can cut through the
forest and see the surrounding, or quite distant fields and
subfields to help develop his/her own research even further
with the aid of this multi-dimensional network.
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